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INTRODUCTION

The dimming function has already been used for years in the traffic sector because of two main reasons. The first one is because it reduces 

power consumption in night time operation, when less light intensity is enough to see LED traffic lights. The sencond one is related to the 

fact that less brightness at night prevents dazzling to drivers, thus improving traffic safety.

KEY BENEFITS

•   Significant saving in power consumption.

•   Perfect visibility even with low sun position. 

•   Reduction of dazzling to drivers.

•   Reduction of phantom light effect.

•   Significant traffic safety improvement.

•   Completely autonomous solution.

•   Totally configurable by the customer.

•   Very fast switch on time.
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Figure 3: Wiring Diagram

Figure 1: Nominal and Dimming mode

Traditionally, the dimming function has depended on traffic controllers which managed the operation of the signals. But there are many 

cases where signals are isolated and not connected to controllers or connected to controllers that are not able to support dimming. 

This is the reason why TACSE has developed LEDSens, an intelligent solution that allows our traffic lights (and potentially any other of our 

signalling equipment) to efficiently adapt the provided level of brightness to the ambient light, in a completely autonomous way.

THE AMBIENT LIGHT SENSOR (ALS) AND ITS CONFIGURATION

•   Illuminance upper and lower thresholds (in lux) for nominal and dimming operation.

•   Dimming/nominal brightness in % of maximum possible brightness given by LED optic.

•   2 modes of dimming operation: hysteresis (only two levels) or linear.

•   2 modes of received illuminance: real time (current value) or averaged (filtered).

•   Time constant of the illuminance averaging filter (in seconds). 

The ALS is the core of the LEDSens solution and controls the optical performance of the 

traffic light by converting the received ambient light into a signal that it is used by the LED 

optics to set their level of brightness. The more ambient light, the higher the light intesity 

offered by the LED optic (Figure 1).

The ALS is strategically located at the bottom of the traffic light (Figure 2 and Figure 3) and 

properly protected against weather conditions. One of its advantages is that it is always 

connected to an Auxiliary supply which allows to have very fast switch on time.  

Another advantage is that the ALS can be programmed by the customer through an UART 

(3V) port (Figure 3), which offers the possibility to configure the following parameters:  

Figure 2: ALS and UART (3V)


